FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 28, 2016

NEW EVENTS ADDED TO ON CAMPUS PRESENTS
WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP LECTURE SERIES IN WEILL HALL

Entrepreneur and Author of Do Cool Sh*t Miki Agrawal, April 13
Filmmaker and Advocate Jennifer Siebel Newsom: Redefining Leadership, April 25

(Sonoma County, CA) — Sonoma State University’s Green Music Center announces the addition of two new events added to the On-Campus Presents Women in Leadership Lecture Series.

Young social entrepreneur Miki Agrawal (April 13) presents “Do Cool Sh*t,” named after her #1 Amazon bestseller, Do Cool Sh*t: Quit Your Day Job, Start Your Own Business, and Live Happily Ever After. Named one of Forbes’ Top 20 Millennials on a Mission for her successful ventures, including WILD, Super Sprowtz, and THIXN, Agrawal inspires others to do as she did: be bold, follow your intuition, and live your success. A dynamic speaker, she offers valuable advice on growing a business and living a better life.

Filmmaker and advocate Jennifer Siebel Newsom (April 25) presents “Redefining Leadership.” Newsom is President and CEO of the non-profit organization The Representation Project, which inspires individuals and communities to challenge and overcome limiting gender stereotypes. The organization uses film as a catalyst for cultural transformation, encouraging everyone, regardless of gender, race, class, age, sexual orientation or circumstance, to fulfill their human potential.

On-Campus Presents is a programming series which promotes co-curricular and student life events for Sonoma State University students, including musical, comedy and lecture performances. The Women in Leadership Lecture Series brings influential women from diverse backgrounds to Sonoma State University to share insight and perspective on the changing role of women in leadership.
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AN EVENING WITH MIRA SORVINO
Tuesday, February 23, 2016, 7:30 p.m., Weill Hall

Actress and activist Mira Sorvino speaks on her work as an activist in the fight to stop human trafficking and modern day slavery. This event is presented by The H. Andréa Neves and Barton Evans Social Justice Lecture Series.
Tickets: $10; FREE for Sonoma State University Students

WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP: MIKI AGRAWAL “Do Cool Sh*t”
Wednesday, April 13, 2016, 7:30 p.m., Weill Hall
Tickets: $25; FREE for Sonoma State University Students

WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP: JENNIFER SIEBEL NEWSOM “Redefining Leadership”
Monday, April 25, 2016, 7:30 p.m., Weill Hall
Tickets: $25; FREE for Sonoma State University Students

NICK SWARDSON, Tuesday, April 26, 2016, 7:30 p.m., Weill Hall
Nick Swardson is the latest comedian to emerge as a triple threat: comedian, actor and writer/producer. Perhaps best known for his recurring role as Terry Bernadino in the comedy series Reno 911!, Swardson also hosted and starred in his own sketch comedy series, Nick Swardson's Pretend Time. A regular at the Comic Strip, Caroline's and Luna Lounge in New York City, he has appeared many times on The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, Late Night with Conan O'Brien and Jimmy Kimmel Live.
Tickets: $25 – $45; half price for Sonoma State University Students